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Essential Code and Commands Java Phrasebook gives you the code phrases you need to quickly and effectively complete your
programming projects in Java. Concise and Accessible Easy to carry and easy to use—lets you ditch all those bulky books for one portable
guide Flexible and Functional Packed with more than 100 customizable code snippets—so you can readily code functional Java in just about
any situation Timothy Fisher has been working professionally in the Java software development field since 1997 and is currently a consultant
for the Compuware Corporation in Detroit, Michigan. He enjoys writing about technology and has been a contributor to Java Developer’s
Journal and XML Journal. Tim is also passionate about education and the use of advanced Internet technologies for education. Programming
/ Java
Android Programming In a Day 2nd Edition! The Power Guide for Beginners In Android App ProgrammingAndroid Always had a great idea for
an app? Don't think you could ever do one yourself and the cost is too much to put your idea to market! Intimidated with all the technical
jargon that comes with programming that is keeping you from developing an app? You do not need to stay out of android programming
anymore! This book is for anyone who wants and needs to learn to develop and Android App Develop an app right from the start! Easy, fast
and no technical jargon! Book is written for dummies!
Sun Microsystems experts Stelting and Maassen describe how design patterns can be applied effectively to the Java platform and present
proven techniques for all types of patterns, from system architecture to single classes. Applied Java Patterns features a pattern catalog
organized into four major categories - the creational, structural, behavioral, and system patterns. In addition, the authors identify patterns in
the core Java APIs and present techniques for pattern use in distributed development.
A guide to Go describes how the programming language is structured and provides examples of code that demonstrate every stage of Go
development, from creating a simple program to debugging and distributing code.
Offers hands-on tips and numerous code examples that show Web developers how to leverage content and feeds from today's top Web sitesincluding Google, eBay, PayPal, Amazon, Yahoo!, and FedEx Introduces APIs (Application Program Interfaces) in general and uses realworld examples that show how to produce and document them Explains how to use the popular scripting language PHP to create APIs that
interact with unrelated applications over the Web Examples take readers through each stage of the API process, from basic test
implementations to integration with existing sites
This book is designed to introduce students to programming and computational thinking through the lens of exploring data. You can think of
Python as your tool to solve problems that are far beyond the capability of a spreadsheet. It is an easy-to-use and easy-to learn programming
language that is freely available on Windows, Macintosh , and Linux computers. There are free downloadable copies of this book in various
electronic formats and a self-paced free online course where you can explore the course materials. All the supporting materials for the book
are available under open and remixable licenses. This book is designed to teach people to program even if they have no prior experience.
Features hands-on sample projects and exercises designed to help programmers create iOS applications.
Offers an updated tutorial for beginners explaining how to use Java to create desktop and Web programs, applications, and web services.
Java PhrasebookPearson Education
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Qt is one of the most influential graphical toolkits for the Linux operating system and is quickly being adopted on other platforms (Windows,
Mac OS) as well. It is necessary to learn for all Linux programmers. This book takes the reader step by step through the complexities of Qt,
laying the groundwork that allows the reader to make the step from novice to professional. This book is full of real world examples that can be
quickly integrated into a developer’s project. While the reader is assumed to be a beginner at Qt development, they are required to have a
working knowledge of C++ programming.
Sams Teach Yourself Java in 24 Hours, Seventh Edition Covers Java 8 and Android Development In just 24 lessons of one hour or less, you
can learn the fundamentals of Java programming. In this book's straightforward, step-by-step approach, each lesson builds on everything
that's come before, helping readers learn Java's core features and techniques from the ground up. Friendly, accessible, and conversational,
this book offers a practical grounding in the language, without ever becoming overwhelming or intimidating. Full-color figures and clear
instructions visually show you how to program with Java. Popular author Rogers Cadenhead helps you master the skills and technology you
need to create desktop and web programs, web services, and even an Android app in Java. Learn how to… Set up your Java programming
environment Write your first working program in just minutes Control program decisions and behavior Store and work with information Build
straightforward user interfaces Create interactive web programs Use threading to build more responsive programs Read and write files and
XML data Master best practices for object-oriented programming Create flexible, interoperable web services with JAX-WS Use Java to create
an Android app Expand your skills with closures, the powerful new capability introduced in Java 8 Contents at a Glance PART I: Getting
Started 1 Becoming a Programmer 2 Writing Your First Program 3 Vacationing in Java 4 Understanding How Java Programs Work PART II:
Learning the Basics of Programming 5 Storing and Changing Information in a Program 6 Using Strings to Communicate 7 Using Conditional
Tests to Make Decisions 8 Repeating an Action with Loops PART III: Working with Information in New Ways 9 Storing Information with Arrays
10 Creating Your First Object 11 Describing What Your Object Is Like 12 Making the Most of Existing Objects PART IV: Programming a
Graphical User Interface 13 Building a Simple User Interface 14 Laying Out a User Interface 15 Responding to User Input 16 Building a
Complex User Interface PART V: Moving into Advanced Topics 17 Storing Objects in Data Structures 18 Handling Errors in a Program 19
Creating a Threaded Program 20 Using Inner Classes and Closures 21 Reading and Writing Files 22 Creating Web Services with JAX-WS 23
Creating Java2D Graphics 24 Writing Android Apps Appendixes A Using the NetBeans Integrated Development Environment B Where to Go
from Here: Java Resources C This Book’s Website D Setting Up an Android Development Environment
Here is a new text that fulfills an emerging need in both higher and public education and stands to break new ground in addressing critical
skills required of graduates. When working on their last book, It Works for Me, Creatively, the authors realized that the future belongs to the
right-brained. While Daniel Pink and other visionaries may have oversimplified a bit, higher education is ripe for the creative campus, while
secondary education is desperately seeking a complement to the growing assessment/teach-to-the-test mentality. You don't have to study
the 2010 IBM survey of prominent American CEOs to know that the number one skill business wants is students who can think creatively. To
meet the demand of new courses, programs, and curricula, the authors have developed a 200-page "textbook" suitable for secondary or
higher education courses that are jumping on this bandwagon. Introduction to Applied Creative Thinking, as the title suggests, focuses not on
just developing the skills necessary for creative thinking, but on having students apply those skills; after all, true creative thinking demands
making something that is both novel and useful. Such a book may also be used successfully by professional developers in business and
education. For this book, Hal Blythe and Charlie Sweet are joined in authorship by Rusty Carpenter. He not only directs Eastern Kentucky
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University's Noel Studio for Academic Creativity but has co-edited a book on that subject, Higher Education, Emerging Technologies, and
Community Partnerships (2011) and the forthcoming Cases on Higher Education Spaces (2012). Introduction to Applied Creative Thinking is
student-friendly. Every chapter is laced with exercises, assignments, summaries, and generative spaces. Order copies now or contact the
publisher for further information.
A full-color introduction to the basics of HTML and CSS from the publishers of Wrox! Every day, more and more people want to learn some
HTML and CSS. Joining the professional web designers and programmers are new audiences who need to know a little bit of code at work
(update a content management system or e-commerce store) and those who want to make their personal blogs more attractive. Many books
teaching HTML and CSS are dry and only written for those who want to become programmers, which is why this book takes an entirely new
approach. Introduces HTML and CSS in a way that makes them accessible to everyone—hobbyists, students, and professionals—and it’s fullcolor throughout Utilizes information graphics and lifestyle photography to explain the topics in a simple way that is engaging Boasts a unique
structure that allows you to progress through the chapters from beginning to end or just dip into topics of particular interest at your leisure
This educational book is one that you will enjoy picking up, reading, then referring back to. It will make you wish other technical topics were
presented in such a simple, attractive and engaging way! This book is also available as part of a set in hardcover - Web Design with HTML,
CSS, JavaScript and jQuery, 9781119038634; and in softcover - Web Design with HTML, CSS, JavaScript and jQuery, 9781118907443.
Offers more than one hundred customizable code phrases for Objective-C programming projects.
Testing applications for mobile phones is difficult, time-consuming, and hard to do effectively. Many people have limited their testing efforts to
hands-on testing of an application on a few physical handsets, and they have to repeat the process every time a new version of the software
is ready to test. They may miss many of the permutations of real-world use, and as a consequence their users are left with the unpleasant
mess of a failing application on their phone. Test automation can help to increase the range and scope of testing, while reducing the
overhead of manual testing of each version of the software. However automation is not a panacea, particularly for mobile applications, so we
need to pick our test automation challenges wisely. This book is intended to help software and test engineers pick appropriately to achieve
more; and as a consequence deliver better quality, working software to users. This Synthesis lecture provides practical advice based on
direct experience of using software test automation to help improve the testing of a wide range of mobile phone applications, including the
latest AJAX applications. The focus is on applications that rely on a wireless network connection to a remote server, however the principles
may apply to other related fields and applications. We start by explaining terms and some of the key challenges involved in testing
smartphone applications. Subsequent chapters describe a type of application e.g. markup, AJAX, Client, followed by a related chapter on
how to test each of these applications. Common test automation techniques are covered in a separate chapter, and finally there is a brief
chapter on when to test manually. The book also contains numerous pointers and links to further material to help you to improve your testing
using automation appropriately. Table of Contents: Introduction / Markup Languages / Testing Techniques for Markup Applications / AJAX
Mobile Applications / Testing Mobile AJAX Applications / Client Applications / Testing Techniques for Client Applications / Common
Techniques / When to Test Manually / Future Work / Appendix A: Links and References / Appendix B: Data Connectivity / Appendix C:
Configuring Your Machine
Python Essential Reference is the definitive reference guide to the Python programming language — the one authoritative handbook that
reliably untangles and explains both the core Python language and the most essential parts of the Python library. Designed for the
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professional programmer, the book is concise, to the point, and highly accessible. It also includes detailed information on the Python library
and many advanced subjects that is not available in either the official Python documentation or any other single reference source. Thoroughly
updated to reflect the significant new programming language features and library modules that have been introduced in Python 2.6 and
Python 3, the fourth edition of Python Essential Reference is the definitive guide for programmers who need to modernize existing Python
code or who are planning an eventual migration to Python 3. Programmers starting a new Python project will find detailed coverage of
contemporary Python programming idioms. This fourth edition of Python Essential Reference features numerous improvements, additions,
and updates: Coverage of new language features, libraries, and modules Practical coverage of Python's more advanced features including
generators, coroutines, closures, metaclasses, and decorators Expanded coverage of library modules related to concurrent programming
including threads, subprocesses, and the new multiprocessing module Up-to-the-minute coverage of how to use Python 2.6’s forward
compatibility mode to evaluate code for Python 3 compatibility Improved organization for even faster answers and better usability Updates to
reflect modern Python programming style and idioms Updated and improved example code Deep coverage of low-level system and
networking library modules — including options not covered in the standard documentation
The Complete Guide to Building Cloud-Based Services Cloud Native Go shows developers how to build massive cloud applications that meet
the insatiable demands of today’s customers, and will dynamically scale to handle virtually any volume of data, traffic, or users. Kevin
Hoffman and Dan Nemeth describe the modern cloud-native application in detail, illuminating factors, disciplines, and habits associated with
rapid, reliable cloud-native development. They also introduce Go, a “simply elegant” high-performance language that is especially well-suited
for cloud development. You’ll walk through creating microservices in Go, adding front-end web components using ReactJS and Flux, and
mastering advanced Go-based cloud-native techniques. Hoffman and Nemeth show how to build a continuous delivery pipeline with tools like
Wercker, Docker, and Dockerhub; automatically push apps to leading platforms; and systematically monitor app performance in production.
Learn “The Way of the Cloud”: why developing good cloud software is fundamentally about mindset and discipline Discover why Go is ideal
for cloud-native microservices development Plan cloud apps that support continuous delivery and deployment Design service ecosystems,
and then build them in a test-first manner Push work-in-progress to a cloud Use Event Sourcing and CQRS patterns to react and respond to
enormous volume and throughput Secure cloud-based web applications: do’s, don’ts, and options Create reactive applications in the cloud
with third-party messaging providers Build massive-scale, cloud-friendly GUIs with React and Flux Monitor dynamic scaling, failover, and fault
tolerance in the cloud
“Next time some kid shows up at my door asking for a code review, this is the book that I am going to throw at him.” –Aaron Hillegass,
founder of Big Nerd Ranch, Inc., and author of Cocoa Programming for Mac OS X Unlocking the Secrets of Cocoa and Its Object-Oriented
Frameworks Mac and iPhone developers are often overwhelmed by the breadth and sophistication of the Cocoa frameworks. Although
Cocoa is indeed huge, once you understand the object-oriented patterns it uses, you’ll find it remarkably elegant, consistent, and simple.
Cocoa Design Patterns begins with the mother of all patterns: the Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern, which is central to all Mac and
iPhone development. Encouraged, and in some cases enforced by Apple’s tools, it’s important to have a firm grasp of MVC right from the
start. The book’s midsection is a catalog of the essential design patterns you’ll encounter in Cocoa, including Fundamental patterns, such as
enumerators, accessors, and two-stage creation Patterns that empower, such as singleton, delegates, and the responder chain Patterns that
hide complexity, including bundles, class clusters, proxies and forwarding, and controllers And that’s not all of them! Cocoa Design Patterns
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painstakingly isolates 28 design patterns, accompanied with real-world examples and sample code you can apply to your applications today.
The book wraps up with coverage of Core Data models, AppKit views, and a chapter on Bindings and Controllers. Cocoa Design Patterns
clearly defines the problems each pattern solves with a foundation in Objective-C and the Cocoa frameworks and can be used by any Mac or
iPhone developer.
Python is an interpreted, object oriented, freely available programming language. The Python Phrasebook fills the need for a concise, easy-touse reference that provides essential code ""phrases"". It is a portable guide that skips the usual tutorial, heavy prose, and philosophy, and
goes straight to practical Python tools. This book provides a reference of the most commonly used bits of code for Python developers to turn
to when working with the Python language. Python Phrasebook will cover all common tasks for the developer including Web Programming.
This volume covers some of the most recent and significant advances in computer mathematics, including algebraic, symbolic, numeric and
geometric computation, automated mathematical reasoning, mathematical software and computer-aided geometric design. Researchers,
engineers, academics and graduate students interested in doing mathematics using computers will find this volume good reading and a
valuable reference. Contents: Solution of a Linear Differential Equations in the Form of Power Series and Its Application (T Kitamoto); On the
Specification for Solvers of Polynomial Systems (D Lazard); OMEI: An Open Mathematical Engine Interface (W Liao et al.); Polynomial
Solutions of Algebraic Differential Equations (Y Ma & X-S Gao); FIGUE: Mathematical Formula Layout with Interaction and MathML Support
(H Naciri & L Rideau); An Inductive Approach to Formalizing Notions of Number Theory Proofs (T M Rasmussen); A Generalized Algorithm
for Computing Characteristic Sets (D Wang); Action Refinement for Timed LOTOS (J Wu); Exact Analytical Solutions to a Set of Coupled
Nonlinear Differential Equations Using Symbolic Computation (R-X Yao & Z-B Li); and other papers. Readership: Researchers, engineers,
academics and graduate students in numerical & computational mathematics, theoretical computer science, mathematical modeling, analysis
& differential equations, software engineering/programming, algebra & number theory, and logic.
This book provides the database professional and power user with working solutions for daily business tasks. The goal has been to reduce
needless writing and concentrate on the daily needs of database usage and development. An efficient database professional does not need a
book to tell him or her how to execute a query or how many types of queries Access 2007 supports; the answers are a click away in the help
file or online. What power users and developers need is thought-out solutions to show them the way to achieve their difficult tasks without
having to look around for hours, days, or sometimes weeks. In addition, they need a book to show them when something is possible, when it
is not, how many ways exist to achieve a task, and which one is the most efficient. Furthermore, the table of contents is not arranged by topic
(tables, queries, reports, etc) but by solution. The content of the book should be practical and the layout should help the professional find
what he or she needs in seconds. Learn how to use your databases for real business tasksPindar has worked on hundreds of business
databases and operational systems for the last 18 years. In this book, he provides actual scenarios and code you can use in your daily
business situations. Actually, you will get many ideas of how to employ Access 2007 to get data in ways you were not aware it was possible.
Some examples, especially in the beginning of each chapter are quite simple so that readers with less Access experience can follow and
learn but they are definitely not simplistic. Leave superfluous theory on the side and focus on the essence of your operations You might be
taught a thousand pieces of theory and politically correct techniques on databases. In the end, what you will need is a way to accomplish your
task. This book will show you exactly the concepts you should learn and expand on them in detail. Theory is present but only to support a
practical technique; not for the sake of it. Concentrate on holistic solutions and not clustered technical skills This book leaves behind the
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classical format of texts. Instead of providing multiple and isolated concepts, it combines the necessary techniques to arrive to a real world
solution. For example, instead of just showing what a date function is, it demonstrates how it can be used in combination with clauses and
other functions to obtain order processing cycle times or order fulfillment goals for your corporation. At the end of the day, when you read a
book, you need to be able to use your knowledge to achieve a task. The business table of contentsYou will find a novelty in this book which is
its business table of contents. There are two tables of contents in this book. There is the classical one to find what you need on database
concepts. However, there is also a business table of contents you can consult to find the business solution you need. For example, how to
conditionally update product prices from multiple suppliers and by various percentages. Use this book as a handy referenceFinally, this book
has been written with the idea of using it as a reference. You might need to flip its pages to check something simple like the correct use of
quotes in criteria expressions or concatenated fields. Or you might need to check something more elaborate like how to use a subquery to
manipulate data in one table based on the values of another table.
2012 Jolt Productivity Award winner! Using HTML5, web developers can create standards-based browser applications with extraordinary
richness and power, incorporating everything from drag-and-drop to native audio and video–all without any third-party plug-ins. Simply put,
every web developer needs to master HTML5–and the sooner you do so, the greater advantage you’ll have. HTML5 Developer’s Cookbook
provides all the expert advice and proven code you need to start building production-quality HTML5 applications right now. Authors Chuck
Hudson and Tom Leadbetter present tested, modular recipes at beginner, intermediate, and advanced levels. You’ll learn exactly how to
deliver state-of-the-art user experiences by integrating HTML5’s new and enhanced elements with CSS3, multimedia, and JavaScript APIs.
Reflecting current standards, this book prioritizes HTML5 features with substantial browser support and identifies the level of browser support
for each feature discussed. Coverage includes Understanding and using HTML5’s new structural elements Using grouping, text-level, and
redefined semantics Managing browser-handling in HTML5 Leveraging new CSS3 layout and style techniques Maximizing interactivity with
HTML5 Web Forms Embedding audio and video with HTML5 Drawing with the canvas Controlling browser histories Integrating location
awareness with the Geolocation API Implementing client side storage Working with local files Managing communication and threading
Optimizing the HTML5 browser experience Integrating device data Turn to HTML5 Developer’s Cookbook for expert answers, real solutions,
and the code required to implement them. It’s all you need to jumpstart any HTML5 project and create rich, high-value web applications your
users will love.
For weeks, months—nay!—from the very moment you were born, you’ve felt it calling to you. At long last you’ll be united with the programming
language you’ve been longing for: Clojure! As a Lisp-style functional programming language, Clojure lets you write robust and elegant code,
and because it runs on the Java Virtual Machine, you can take advantage of the vast Java ecosystem. Clojure for the Brave and True offers a
"dessert-first" approach: you’ll start playing with real programs immediately, as you steadily acclimate to the abstract but powerful features of
Lisp and functional programming. Inside you’ll find an offbeat, practical guide to Clojure, filled with quirky sample programs that catch cheese
thieves and track glittery vampires. Learn how to: –Wield Clojure’s core functions –Use Emacs for Clojure development –Write macros to
modify Clojure itself –Use Clojure’s tools to simplify concurrency and parallel programming Clojure for the Brave and True assumes no prior
experience with Clojure, the Java Virtual Machine, or functional programming. Are you ready, brave reader, to meet your true destiny? Grab
your best pair of parentheses—you’re about to embark on an epic journey into the world of Clojure!
Objective-C Phrasebook gives you the code phrases you need to quickly and effectively complete your programming projects with ObjectivePage 6/11
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C, on systems including iOS and Mac OS X. Concise and Accessible Easy to carry and easy to use–lets you ditch all those bulky books for
one portable pocket guide Flexible and Functional Packed with more than 100 customizable code snippets–so you can readily code elegant
Objective-C in just about any situation
Offers an updated tutorial for beginners explaining how to use Java to create desktop and Web programs, applications, and web services,
including setting up the programming environment, building user interfaces, and writing Android apps.
If you need help writing programs in Python 3, or want to update older Python 2 code, this book is just the ticket. Packed with practical
recipes written and tested with Python 3.3, this unique cookbook is for experienced Python programmers who want to focus on modern tools
and idioms. Inside, you’ll find complete recipes for more than a dozen topics, covering the core Python language as well as tasks common to
a wide variety of application domains. Each recipe contains code samples you can use in your projects right away, along with a discussion
about how and why the solution works. Topics include: Data Structures and Algorithms Strings and Text Numbers, Dates, and Times Iterators
and Generators Files and I/O Data Encoding and Processing Functions Classes and Objects Metaprogramming Modules and Packages
Network and Web Programming Concurrency Utility Scripting and System Administration Testing, Debugging, and Exceptions C Extensions
A pocket reference that helps Web developers get up to speed on the latest JavaScript techniques with AJAX.
If you are an iOS developer or planning to become one, learning Swift 2 is your #1 priority, and this book tells you everything you need to get
up to speed, well, swiftly. You'll start with the Swift Playground and an introduction to object-oriented programming so you can immediately
see Swift in action. You then learn about all of the key language features like functions and closures, classes, methods, extensions, and how
Swift works just as well as Objective-C when it comes to easy memory management with ARC. Finally you'll learn how to use Swift alongside
Objective-C as well as with Core Data, and you'll learn how to put all of the pieces together with a health app using Apple's HealthKit
framework.
The Definitive Guide to HTML & CSS--Fully Updated Written by a Web development expert, the fifth edition of this trusted resource has been
thoroughly revised and reorganized to address HTML5, the revolutionary new Web standard. The book covers all the elements supported in
today's Web browsers--from the standard (X)HTML tags to the archaic and proprietary tags that may be encountered. HTML & CSS: The
Complete Reference, Fifth Edition contains full details on CSS 2.1 as well as every proprietary and emerging CSS3 property currently
supported. Annotated examples of correct markup and style show you how to use all of these technologies to build impressive Web pages.
Helpful appendixes cover the syntax of character entities, fonts, colors, and URLs. This comprehensive reference is an essential tool for
professional Web developers. Master transitional HTML 4.01 and XHTML 1.0 markup Write emerging standards-based markup with HTML5
Enhance presentation with Cascading Style Sheets (CSS1 and CSS 2.1) Learn proprietary and emerging CSS3 features Learn how to read
(X)HTML document type definitions (DTDs) Apply everything in an open standards-focused fashion Thomas A. Powell is president of PINT,
Inc. (pint.com), a nationally recognized Web agency. He developed the Web Publishing Certificate program for the University of California,
San Diego Extension and is an instructor for the Computer Science Department at UCSD. He is the author of the previous bestselling editions
of this book and Ajax: The Complete Reference, and co-author of JavaScript: The Complete Reference.
Now you can bring the best of Ruby into the world of Java, with Using JRuby. Come to the source for the JRuby core team's insights and
insider tips. You'll learn how to call Java objects seamlessly from Ruby, and deal with Java idioms such as interfaces and overloaded
functions. Run Ruby code from Java, and make a Java program scriptable in Ruby. See how to compile Ruby into .class files that are callable
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from Java, Scala, Clojure, or any other JVM language. In Using JRuby you'll venture into the wide world of open-source Ruby and Java
libraries. Write Ruby on Rails web applications that run on Java servers like Tomcat. Use Java's JDBC or Hibernate to easily connect Ruby to
industry-standard databases. Test your Java program using Ruby's elegant Cucumber and RSpec frameworks. Create dazzling desktop user
interfaces with frameworks like Limelight and Monkeybars. Package a Rails or plain Ruby project for easy deployment to any Java
environment. JRuby lets you merge the best of several possible worlds, so you can create unique software using the best tools available.
This book is your definitive guide.
Computer programming with Java is easier than it looks. In just 24 lessons of one hour or less, you can learn to write computer programs in
Java. Using a straightforward, step-by-step approach, popular author Rogers Cadenhead helps you master the skills and technology you
need to create desktop and web programs, web services, an Android app, and even Minecraft mods in Java. Each lesson builds on what
you’ve already learned, giving you a rock-solid foundation for real-world success. Full-color figures and clear step-by-step instructions
visually show you how to program with Java. Quizzes and Exercises at the end of each chapter help you test your knowledge. Notes, Tips,
and Cautions provide related information, advice, and warnings. Learn how to… • Set up your Java programming environment • Write your
first working program in just minutes • Control program decisions and behavior • Store and work with information • Build straightforward user
interfaces • Create interactive web programs • Use threading to build more responsive programs • Read and write files and XML data •
Master best practices for object-oriented programming • Use Java 9’s new HTTP client • Use Java to create an Android app • Expand your
skills with closures • Create Minecraft mods with Java Contents at a Glance Part I Getting Started 1 Becoming a Programmer 2 Writing Your
First Program 3 Vacationing in Java 4 Understanding How Java Programs Work Part II Learning the Basics of Programming 5 Storing and
Changing Information in a Program 6 Using Strings to Communicate 7 Using Conditional Tests to Make Decisions 8 Repeating an Action with
Loops Part III Working with Information in New Ways 9 Storing Information with Arrays 10 Creating Your First Object 11 Describing What
Your Object is Like 12 Making the Most of Existing Objects Part IV Moving into Advanced Topics 13 Storing Objects in Data Structures 14
Handling Errors in a Program 15 Creating a Threaded Program 16 Using Inner Classes and Closures Part V Programming a Graphical User
Interface 17 Building a Simple User Interface in Swing 18 Laying Out a User Interface 19 Responding to User Input Part VI Writing Internet
Applications 20 Reading and Writing Files 21 Using Java 9's New HTTP Client 22 Creating Java2D Graphics 23 Creating Minecraft Mods
with Java 24 Writing Android Apps Appendixes A Using the NetBeans Integrated Development Environment B Where to Go from Here Java
Resources C This Book's Web Site D Fixing a Problem with the Android Studio Emulator
Whether you're building GUI prototypes or full-fledged cross-platform GUI applications with native look-and-feel, PyQt 4 is your fastest,
easiest, most powerful solution. Qt expert Mark Summerfield has written the definitive best-practice guide to PyQt 4 development. With Rapid
GUI Programming with Python and Qt you'll learn how to build efficient GUI applications that run on all major operating systems, including
Windows, Mac OS X, Linux, and many versions of Unix, using the same source code for all of them. Summerfield systematically introduces
every core GUI development technique: from dialogs and windows to data handling; from events to printing; and more. Through the book's
realistic examples you'll discover a completely new PyQt 4-based programming approach, as well as coverage of many new topics, from
PyQt 4's rich text engine to advanced model/view and graphics/view programming. Every key concept is illuminated with realistic,
downloadable examples–all tested on Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux with Python 2.5, Qt 4.2, and PyQt 4.2, and on Windows and Linux with
Qt 4.3 and PyQt 4.3.
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It’s easy to write correct Ruby code, but to gain the fluency needed to write great Ruby code, you must go beyond syntax and
absorb the “Ruby way” of thinking and problem solving. In Eloquent Ruby, Russ Olsen helps you write Ruby like true Rubyists
do–so you can leverage its immense, surprising power. Olsen draws on years of experience internalizing the Ruby culture and
teaching Ruby to other programmers. He guides you to the “Ah Ha!” moments when it suddenly becomes clear why Ruby works
the way it does, and how you can take advantage of this language’s elegance and expressiveness. Eloquent Ruby starts small,
answering tactical questions focused on a single statement, method, test, or bug. You’ll learn how to write code that actually looks
like Ruby (not Java or C#); why Ruby has so many control structures; how to use strings, expressions, and symbols; and what
dynamic typing is really good for. Next, the book addresses bigger questions related to building methods and classes. You’ll
discover why Ruby classes contain so many tiny methods, when to use operator overloading, and when to avoid it. Olsen explains
how to write Ruby code that writes its own code–and why you’ll want to. He concludes with powerful project-level features and
techniques ranging from gems to Domain Specific Languages. A part of the renowned Addison-Wesley Professional Ruby Series,
Eloquent Ruby will help you “put on your Ruby-colored glasses” and get results that make you a true believer.
Become a developer superhero and build stunning cross-platform apps with Delphi About This Book A one-stop guide on Delphi to
help you build cross-platform apps This book covers important concepts such as the FireMonkey library, shows you how to interact
with the Internet of Things, and enables you to integrate with Cloud services The code is explained in detail with observations on
how to create native apps for Ios and Android with a single code base Who This Book Is For If you want to create stunning
applications for mobile, desktop, the cloud, and the Internet of Things, then this book is for you. This book is for developers who
would like to build native cross-platform apps with a single codebase for iOS and Android. A basic knowledge of Delphi is
assumed, although we do cover a primer on the language. What You Will Learn Understand the basics of Delphi and the
FireMonkey application platform as well as the specifics of Android and iOS platforms Complete complex apps quickly with access
to platform features and APIs using a single, easy-to-maintain code base Work with local data sources, including embedded SQL
databases, REST servers, and Backend-as-a-Service providers Take full advantage of mobile hardware capabilities by working
with sensors and Internet of Things gadgets and devices Integrate with cloud services and data using REST APIs and scalable
multi-tier frameworks for outstanding multi-user and social experience Architect and deploy powerful mobile back-end services and
get super-productive by leveraging Delphi IDE agile functionality Get to know the best practices for writing a high-quality, reliable,
and maintainable codebase in the Delphi Object Pascal language In Detail Delphi is the most powerful Object Pascal IDE and
component library for cross-platform native app development. It enables building natively compiled, blazingly fast apps for all major
platforms including Android, iOS, Windows, Mac, and Linux. If you want to build server-side applications, create web services, and
have clear GUIs for your project, then this book is for you. The book begins with a basic primer on Delphi helping you get
accustomed to the IDE and the Object Pascal language and will then quickly move on to advanced-level concepts. Through this
book, we'll help you understand the architecture of applications and will teach you the important concepts of the FireMonkey
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library, show you how to build server-side services, and enable you to interact with the Internet of Things. Towards the end, you
will learn to integrate your app with various web services and deploy them. By the end of the book, you will be able to build
powerful, cross-platform, native apps for iOS and Android with a single code base. Style and approach This book will help you
build cross-platform mobile apps with Delphi using a step-by-step approach.
Rust in Action is a hands-on guide to systems programming with Rust. Written for inquisitive programmers, it presents real-world
use cases that go far beyond syntax and structure. Summary Rust in Action introduces the Rust programming language by
exploring numerous systems programming concepts and techniques. You'll be learning Rust by delving into how computers work
under the hood. You'll find yourself playing with persistent storage, memory, networking and even tinkering with CPU instructions.
The book takes you through using Rust to extend other applications and teaches you tricks to write blindingly fast code. You'll also
discover parallel and concurrent programming. Filled to the brim with real-life use cases and scenarios, you'll go beyond the Rust
syntax and see what Rust has to offer in real-world use cases. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle,
and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the technology Rust is the perfect language for systems programming. It
delivers the low-level power of C along with rock-solid safety features that let you code fearlessly. Ideal for applications requiring
concurrency, Rust programs are compact, readable, and blazingly fast. Best of all, Rust’s famously smart compiler helps you
avoid even subtle coding errors. About the book Rust in Action is a hands-on guide to systems programming with Rust. Written for
inquisitive programmers, it presents real-world use cases that go far beyond syntax and structure. You’ll explore Rust
implementations for file manipulation, networking, and kernel-level programming and discover awesome techniques for parallelism
and concurrency. Along the way, you’ll master Rust’s unique borrow checker model for memory management without a garbage
collector. What's inside Elementary to advanced Rust programming Practical examples from systems programming Commandline, graphical and networked applications About the reader For intermediate programmers. No previous experience with Rust
required. About the author Tim McNamara uses Rust to build data processing pipelines and generative art. He is an expert in
natural language processing and data engineering. Table of Contents 1 Introducing Rust PART 1 RUST LANGUAGE
DISTINCTIVES 2 Language foundations 3 Compound data types 4 Lifetimes, ownership, and borrowing PART 2 DEMYSTIFYING
SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING 5 Data in depth 6 Memory 7 Files and storage 8 Networking 9 Time and timekeeping 10 Processes,
threads, and containers 11 Kernel 12 Signals, interrupts, and exceptions
Build solid applications for Mac OS X, iPhone, and iPod Touch, regardless of whether you have basic programming skills or years
of programming experience. With this book, you'll learn how to use Apple's Cocoa framework and the Objective-C language
through step-by-step tutorials, hands-on exercises, clear examples, and sound advice from a Cocoa expert. Cocoa and ObjectiveC: Up and Running offers just enough theory to ground you, then shows you how to use Apple's rapid development tools -- Xcode
and Interface Builder -- to develop Cocoa applications, manage user interaction, create great UIs, and more. You'll quickly gain the
experience you need to develop sophisticated Apple software, whether you're somewhat new to programming or just new to this
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platform. Get a quick hands-on tour of basic programming skills with the C language Learn how to use Interface Builder to quickly
design and prototype your application's user interface Start using Objective-C by creating objects and learning memory
management Learn about the Model-View-Controller (MVC) method of sharing data between objects Understand the Foundation
value classes, Cocoa's robust API for storing common data types Become familiar with Apple's graphics frameworks, and learn
how to make custom views with AppKit
Design, implement, and execute continuous delivery pipelines with a level of flexibility, control, and ease of maintenance that was
not possible with Jenkins before. With this practical book, build administrators, developers, testers, and other professionals will
learn how the features in Jenkins 2 let you define pipelines as code, leverage integration with other key technologies, and create
automated, reliable pipelines to simplify and accelerate your DevOps environments. Author Brent Laster shows you how Jenkins 2
is significantly different from the more traditional, web-only versions of this popular open source automation platform. If you’re
familiar with Jenkins and want to take advantage of the new technologies to transform your legacy pipelines or build new modern,
automated continuous delivery environments, this is your book. Create continuous delivery pipelines as code with the Jenkins
domain-specific language Get practical guidance on how to migrate existing jobs and pipelines Harness best practices and new
methods for controlling access and security Explore the structure, implementation, and use of shared pipeline libraries Learn the
differences between declarative syntax and scripted syntax Leverage new and existing project types in Jenkins Understand and
use the new Blue Ocean graphical interface Take advantage of the capabilities of the underlying OS in your pipeline Integrate
analysis tools, artifact management, and containers
A valuable programming reference provides a complete introduction to the Go programming language, covering all of Go's clean
and easy to understand syntax and its built-in arrays, maps, slices and Unicode strings. Original.
Describes how to use Scala to create applications for the Java VM.
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